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Strategic design is one hallmark of
successful health communication
programs [1]. It involves the selection of
appropriate channels, identifying
appropriate formats, and, developing
effective messages. One of the effective
health communication strategies is
Entertainment -Education (E-E) defined
as purposely designing and
implementing a media message to both
entertain and educate in order to raise
knowledge, create favorable
environment and change overt behaviors
[2]. The media access of the people of
Pakistan is variable. This was highlighted

by the baseline
household data of
Pakistan
Initiative for
Mothers and
Newborns
(PAIMAN) that
described <10%

access in districts
like upper Dir and
Buner and >80%
in Rawalpindi [3].

This baseline made it evident that
PAlMAN drama series and music video;
the two major E-E interventions
involving mass media will not have a
100% reach. In order to reach out to those
who would not be able to see MNH
messages on the TVscreen, the BCCteam
experimented with putlee tam asha in
certain project districts. Putlee Tamasha,
a form of performance puppetry, is a

Century's old art form which extends to
some of the remotest areas of Pakistan
with wide appeal. It combines
storytelling, song and dance into
entertaining village performances. As
such, Putlee Tamasha creates an ideal
opportunity for integrating health
messages in subtle, compelling ways
among villagers.

PAlMAN developed the intervention by
blending the colors and sounds of the
puppets with clarity and appeal of health
messages. Adetude; an advertisement
agency having the experience of working
with puppeteers was engaged. They
identified Puppeteers who could conduct
this kind of shows. The team incorporated
simple MNH messages on availing at least
4 ante-natal care (ANC)visits, preparing
for 3-delays, early post partum care for
mother and newborn and early initiation
of breastfeeding into the scripts. It took
time and many rehearsals to get these
illiterate artists memorize the health
messages. Finally the training was
completed after which the show was pilot
tested in one PAlMANdistrict; Jhelum.

Based on the findings of the pilot, it was
decided to upscale this intervention.
Given the cultural sensitivities, the shows
were deemed inappropriate for the
districts of Upper Dir and Buner. Of the
remaining, the two southern districts




































